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Trump exits Iran nuclear deal
With withdrawal, US
isolates itself from allies
and creates uncertainty
By MARK LANDLER
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — President
Donald Trump declared on
Tuesday that he was withdrawing from the Iran nuclear deal,
unraveling the signature foreign
policy achievement of his predecessor, Barack Obama, isolating

the United States from its Western allies and sowing uncertainty before a risky nuclear negotiation with North Korea.
The decision, while long
anticipated and widely telegraphed, leaves the 2015 agreement reached by six countries
after two years of grueling negotiations in tatters. The United
States will now reimpose the
stringent sanctions it imposed
on Iran before the deal and is
mulling new penalties.
Iran said it will remain in the

deal, which tightly restricts its
nuclear ambitions for a decade
or more. So did France, Germany and Britain, raising the prospect of a trans-Atlantic clash as
European companies face potential U.S. sanctions for their
involvement with Iran. China
and Russia, also signatories to
the deal, are likely to join Iran
in accusing the United States of
violating the accord.
Trump’s move could embolden
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By ending the
Iran nuclear deal,
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risky bet that U.S.
can “break the
regime” / A8
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President
Donald Trump
speaks Tuesday
about the Iran
nuclear deal
in Washington.

WILDFIRE RECOVERY

DISASTER PREPAREDNESS » Utility opens new nerve center
to monitor risk, launch actions to prevent calamities across state

PG&E’s fire lookout

County
moves
to boost
building

Supervisors loosen rules
on granny units, cut
red tape for developers
By J.D. MORRIS
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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Evermary Hickey, PG&E’s director of emergency preparedness and response, background from left, and supervisor Diana Herr examine one of the
16 monitors displaying weather information Tuesday around Central and Northern California the utility’s wildfire safety center in San Francisco.
By JULIE JOHNSON
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

I

SAN FRANCISCO
n a room overlooking San Francisco Bay at
PG&E headquarters, data analysts and fire
experts now keep watch for wildfires across
70,000 square miles of Northern and Central
California.
Here, in a new wildfire safety operations center
opened Tuesday, a bank of screens streams
the latest weather forecasts, wind reports and
satellite images. The nerve center — behind two
checkpoints in a highly secure PG&E building on
Beale Street — was created to give the embattled
utility company an edge anticipating the next
catastrophic wildfire and mobilizing crews to
protect people and equipment.
This is where PG&E decision-makers will initiate new protocols like shutting off power lines
during wind storms when fire risk is high — a
strategy the company didn’t employ in October
when powerful winds buffeted the region and
fires ignited in Sonoma, Napa, Mendocino, Lake,
Solano and Yolo counties.
“As we monitor fire risks throughout our
service territory, this is where key decisions are
going to be made,” Pat Hogan, PG&E senior vice

president of electric operations said during a
media tour of the new nerve center.
Cal Fire hasn’t completed its investigations
into what caused six major fires that broke out
TURN TO PG&E » PAGE A8

High-risk districts for wildfires in
Sonoma County and elsewhere
are colored red on a map at
PG&E’s San Francisco facility,
where staff initiate protocols
should a disaster strike.

Sonoma
County supervisors signed off Tuesday on a
wide-ranging suite of policy
changes intended to encourage construction of more new
homes, loosening restrictions
on granny units and lowering other development hurdles seven months after nearly
5,300 residences were lost here in
last year’s devastating wildfires.
Under the revised rules,
homeowners in unincorporated
areas could build a larger granny unit or fit one on a smaller
property than the county allowed before, depending on the
size of the site as well as its
water and sanitation systems.
County permitting officials will
be able to sanction second units
on even smaller lots through a
separate process.
And homeowners looking
to build more compact granny
units will have to pay less in fees,
part of an effort from the Board
of Supervisors to promote what
the county sees as one of its best
options to expand housing in rural areas.
The new policy alone isn’t
likely to trigger a large influx
of housing in unincorporated
neighborhoods, county leaders
admitted. But it was the first in
a series of housing initiatives
expected to be brought forward
in the coming months by county
planning staff.
“How do we put the pedal to
the metal and not just allow
this, but encourage it?” said
Supervisor Lynda Hopkins,
referring to the overall housing
package. “It seems like passing
this sort of code and saying
you can do it is one thing, but
actually getting those projects
TURN TO BUILDING » PAGE A8

Robocalls plaguing cellphone users
By TARA SIEGEL BERNARD
NEW YORK TIMES

It’s not just you.
Those pesky robocalls — at
best annoying disturbances and
at worst costly financial scams
— are getting worse.
In an age when cellphones
have become extensions of our
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bodies, robocallers now follow people wherever they go,
disrupting business meetings,
church services and bedtime
stories with children.
Though automated calls have
long plagued consumers, the
volume has skyrocketed in recent years, reaching an estimated 3.4 billion in April, according
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to YouMail, which collects and
analyzes calls through its robocall blocking service. That’s an
increase of almost 900 million a
month compared with a year ago.
Federal lawmakers have noticed the surge. Both the House
and Senate held hearings on
TURN TO ROBOCALLS » PAGE A9
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A woman
checks her
mobile device
while walking
in Palo Alto.
The volume
of robocalls
has surged,
hitting about
3.4 billion in
April, according
to call analytics
company
YouMail.
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